
National Express drivers in the UK, Spain and 

USA are using the latest high-tech ‘GPS vehicle 

management’ systems and driver training 

to deliver fuel savings, safer driving, lower 

maintenance costs and reduced emissions.

The Traffilog and Delfos Systems 
along with Driver Training 
have delivered significant fuel 
economy and CO2 emission 
reductions for our fleet.

“

”

The Delfos Bus system from Divas Technology is being trialled on urban, 

regional and long-distance routes in the ALSA Bus Division in Spain. An 

on-board device measures the driving style and fuel efficiency of each driver 

particularly in the idling, acceleration, inertia and deceleration phases and is 

linked to a training process. After an initial calibration, the process is repeated 

in several cycles until no further savings are achieved. Initial results are 

between 6.0 and 7.5% fuel efficiency improvements in the Leon urban area 

and on the Madrid-Granada route but further data is required to validate the 

results. ALSA are also testing an alternative system, Fleet Board from Daimler.

Vehicle Monitoring and
Smarter Driving reduce fuel 
consumption by up to 7.5%

2.8MPG
increase in fuel efficiency (UK)

2.2MPG 
increase in fuel efficiency 
(Spain) 

2.2% 
fuel saving across fleet 

7.5% 
reduction in Midland Metro 
traction electricity 

45% 
reduction in National Express 
Corporation vehicle emissions 
in USA/Canada



Environment
We will advance the social,
environmental and economic
conditions in the communities
where we operate.

Key Outcomes • Fuel Reduction of c 2% per annum in UK/Spain Coach Fleet

• 7.5% traction electricity reduction at Midland Metro

• 45% emission reduction at National Express Corporation

Strategic Lever Vehicle Monitoring and Driver Behaviour

Critical Success Factors On-Board telematic, Driver training and education

Locations UK, Spain, USA and Canada

Strategic Partner Traffilog and Divas

Year 2011/2012

Going Forward National Express Operations will continue to invest in and deliver 
the latest On-Board telematics and training solutions to reduce 
fuel consumption, improve driving styles and reduce emissions.

Working with partners Traffilog in the UK and Divas Technology 
in Spain, National Express have fitted devices for recording 
vehicle and driver activity in both the UK and Spanish fleets. 
Using GPS technology, on board computers take automatic, 
real-time measurements of speed and distance of the vehicle 

for management reporting and training. These ‘telematic’ 
solutions provide drivers and National Express Fleet Managers 
with personalised real-time alerts and reports that ultimately 
improve driving behaviour, fuel economy and vehicle 
mechanical maintenance.

Combined with focused training that helps drivers to develop a drive style that reduces fuel consumption and lowers our carbon 
emissions on our coach fleets. The implementation of the device in the Coach fleet started in August 2010 and the process was 
complete by April 2011. Since its installation combined with driver’s eco-driving, National Express has achieved a 2.8MPG (mile 
per gallon) improvement per journey in the UK and a 2.2MPG improvement in the Spanish fleet - a 2% fuel economy reduction. 

7.5%
traction electricity 
reduction 

45%
emission 
reduction

Fuel Reduction:

Midland Metro 
have reduced 
traction electricity 
consumption 
year on year from 
7.1m to 6.6m kWh

The Midland Metro tram service, which opened in 1999, 
runs between Birmingham and Wolverhampton and serves 
23 stops including West Bromwich, Wednesbury and 
Bilston. In an initiative to reduce energy consumption on 
the tram network, Midland Metro have reduced traction 
electricity consumption year on year from 7.1m to 6.6m 
kWh (7.5% reduction) through smarter, more efficient 
driving and local site initiatives.

In North America, more than 20,000 National Express 
Corporation employees in the Durham, Stock and 
Petermann school bus businesses have worked together to 
reduce unnecessary idling of the fleet. Since October 2011, 
76% of drivers have completed training and achieved a 
45% reduction in emissions.


